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OM SKORT-DISTAJICE CP-VIOLATItfC CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO THE «4, s * TY PROCESSES 

J . O . EEG 

Institute of Physics, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway 

and 

I. PICEK 
Rudjer BoSkovld Institute, Zagreb, Croatia, Yugoslavia 

We consider new short-distance penguin-induced 
quark diagrams for K°(K°) * YY within the standard 
model. These diagrams leave the total CP-conserving 
amplitude essentially unchanged. However, the CP-
violating amplitude receives a sizeable contribution, 
comparable with the pole contribution which has 
so far been considered to be the only contribution 
including direct CP violation. 
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1. Introduction, encouraged by the recent 
«easurenent of the partial K_ • VT lifetJune .1, 
and the prospect of the LEAR experiments .2,, we 
take under scrutiny the CP violation In this particular 
decay mode. Possibilities of observing CP violation 
in K. _ * YY were discussed already before the 
gauge era J3|, and more recently in refs. ,4-7,. An 
early gauge-era calculation |8, revealed that the 
short-distance (SD) pure electroweak quark diagram 
for sd •* YY (see fig. 1) gave non-negligible contribu-
tions to K T • YY(~) (where (-) means CP « -1, FF 

la 

final state). However, this decay mode seems to be 
dominated by long-distance (LD) * , n, n' poles j4,5,8,91. 
Thus, the main focus of theoretical considerations 
has been on such pole diagrams or chiral-loop contribu
tions |10,11j. It has also been pointed out j7; that the 
LD CP-vioiating amplitude K_ + YY ( -) r realized by the 
penguin-induced K_ •+ n°, n» n ' transition (see fig. 2 ) , 
contributes to the direct CP-violating parameter 
e '£ = c ' ,_. in the expression 

<FF|Hj„|K„> 

In this letter we intend to compare this LD CP-
violating amplitude for K„ •* YY( _) with penguin-induced 
quark-loop diagrams for sd •+ YY (~) (see fig. 3), which 
have not been considered in the literature so far. 
These diagrams are obtained when the W exchange in fig. 1 
is replaced by a penguin interaction. 
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The analysis performed In this letter has been 
motivated by our recent experience ,12,13, that some 
important CP-violatlncj effects might arise from SD 
penguin-induced loops. At first sight, it might be 
surprising that the diagram in fig. 3 (considered as 
a SD loop) gives a sizeable CP-violating contribution 
to K * yv. Let us recall that the well-known SD 
contribution (fig. 1) can account for * 2 0 * of the total 
rate for K, * yy |4,5j. However, this diagram gives a 
completely negligible contribution to CP-violating 
amplitudes |4,5|. Although the sd • YY amplitude 
corresponding to fig. 1 contains a mass-independent part 
related to the cxial anomaly ,14|, this part disappears 
because of the CIM mechanism, and the remaining part of 
the triangle loop behaves essentially as m for heavy 
quarks (q = c,t). The new penguin-induced contributions 
coming from the diagrams of the type shown in fig. 3 
are not suppressed in this way because the heavy quarks 
run in the penguin loop which behaves logarithmically 
in quark masses. The quarks emitting the photons in 
fig. 3 are light, similarly to those in fig. 1 for the 
CP-conservlng case. 

2. Estimate of the penguin-induced sd •+ YY 
diagram. The amplitude for the penguin loop s •* dG 
(G = gluon) is 

M(s-dG) = [ApFuc(pV*tFct(?2);;?dYvLt%se*(G) J P V ^ P V J ' , 

J 4TT 



4 
I .2 ^.. ̂ .-2 -, * ja4-t(l-t)o . 

r .Ap') - 6 I dt t(l-t) in H d • <2> 
J ' m;-t(l-t)p* 

o * 
where p ahd c (G) are the gluon nomentuEt and the 
polarization vector, respectively, (m.,m.) • (m ,ra ) 
for the CP-violating loop (F . in (2)) and (n.,tn.) 
• (m ,n»u) for the CP-conserving loop (F d in (2)). 
\ and X. are the appropriate Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) 
factors; t a are colour matrices and i , are ruark fields. 

Ts,a 
The factor p in the tensor (p g p v-p 1 ,p v) cancels because 
of the gluon propagator and yields the local four-quark 
operator. In the local limit, we obtain 
F u c * lnCm^/v 2), F o t * ln(m*/m*), (3) 

where u is the infra-red cut-off ensuring the applicability 
of the perturbative QCD calculation. However, when the 
penguin-loop contribution (2) is inserted in higher loops, 
the momentum dependence in (2) must be kept. Eecause of 
this dependence, the term "^g^p gives rise to a quasi-

2 
local interaction (the gluon propagator still cancels p ) , 
while the term -p wp v causes a typical non-local penguin 
interaction. It has been pointed out (12,13, that non
local terms may play an important role for highly off-
shell quarks in loops. 

An exact calculation of the Feynman diagram in 
fig. 3 is rather tedious. Here we give an essentially 
qualitative description, relegating a more complete 
presentation to a future publication. First, it is 
useful to rewrite the logarithm in (2) in a form 



appropriate for Feynman parametrization. This can he 
aone ,13[ In dimensional regulariiatlon or by usinq 
the trick J15, 

1 
^ . ( p 2 ) - 6 f d t t ( l - t ) I & 5-

X J J J \ . » H . f l o * 1 o 
) , j i - t l l - t l p j 

rai 

-6 | dt | -fi— , (4, I - L 
where m 2 - m 2 [t(l-t)]'1, etc. The factor (p 2-o) - 1 

In (4) can now be used as a propagator-like factor 
and the Feynman parametrization performed. However, 
we observe that we shall need three Feynman para
meters for the quasi-local part (*p g w v) and four for 
the non-local part (* -p,Jpv) (in addition to the t 
already present in (2)). The integration over Feynraan 
parameters will therefore be rather cumbersome. 

For the CP-violating case, one might use the fact 
2 1 2 that (for q = c,t) m >>k «k = •? m v, in order to q J. Z ^ K 

simplify the Feynman-parameter integrals. Two of the 
Feynman parameters can then be easily integrated, ar.d 
the rest of the integrals can also be calculated in a 
straightforward way. The Dirac algebra is somewhat 
tedious to perform, but it can be simplified by the 
symmetry occurring when diagrams with crossed and 
uncrossed photons are considered. In the limit m + m,, 
the contribution from the diagram with the penguin loop 
on the lower quark line is equal to the contribution 
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obtained from the diagram shown explicitly In fig. 3. 
Keeping the leading-logarithmic terms only, we obtain 
the total result from the diagrams of the type shown 
in fig. -3: 

2 
* (k1-k2)(jMln 51j) (- | + In ̂  + | + B) , (5) 

m A 

where M = m., m =• m for the CP-violating case and 
G = /2 G„xx . ( see (2) ) . For the CP-conserving case,-

A * U / t 

we have to take M = m , m * nu., but we expect (5) to 
give only an order-of-magnitude estimate because the 
formally non-leading part might be numerically important 2 2 (ln(m /m„) is not a large number). One should note that 

2 2 the quasi-local contribution to (5) is VLn (M /m ) and 
2 

corresponds to - ̂  within the parentheses. The rest of 
the result, including the logxlog contribution, is 
solely due to the non-local part of the penguin vertex 
(2). The direct calculation within our approximation 2 2 gives A = m^/12. The auantity S is a comolex number 
of order one, depending on our approximation. A similar 
imaginary part is also obtained from the diagram in 
fig. 1 |5,8|. We observe that (5) has the same tensor 
and quark structure as the anomaly-determined part of 
fig. 1. However, (5) is not quark-mass independent 
because the heavy quarks run in the penguin loop, as 
stated above. Moreover, while the diagram in fig. 1 

2 2 -
is 've , the diagram in fig. 3 is '•e,. For sd replaced 
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a a 4 — by a physical K meson, t t • y and * dY.L* B * ' K ' P K ' « ' 

where p R - kj+k 2 owing to momentum conservation. 
This replacement will make (5) explicitly gauge-invariant 
with respect to QED (similarly to fig. 1 related to 
the axial anomaly). 

3. Discussion and conclusions. The existing 
analyses of direct CP violation in K„ * YT(-) have 
been performed in terms of pole diagrams for 
ic •*• * , n> n' * YY- A substantial uncertainty in 
these LD contributions comes from the involved n-n ' 
mixing angles (see refs. |4,5,ll|). Our calculations 
are complementary to such LD contributions; these 
correspond to the loop momenta of £l 3eV for the underlying 
quark-diagram processes and include the absorptive parts 
corresponding to the cuts indicated by the complex 
quantity S in (5). To avoid double counting with LD 
effects, in the true SD amplitude obtained via (5) 
the quantity A should be taken as a typical meson mass, 
say, A "v< iru,. 

Without going into details of phase conventions 
J7|, we want to draw conclusions about the relative 
importance of our SD CP-violating contribution (5) of 
fig. 3 versus the LD CP-violating contribution. We can 
do this by making a direct comparison, and we find 
that their ratio is of order one. However, because of 
uncertainties associated with LD effects, especially, 
n-n ' mixing parameters (5,11j, it is difficult to 
determine this ratio more closely. 

A better way is to use a phenomenological input 



(6) 
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based on the fact that the SD amplitude for K, -* YY 
obtained from fig. 1 can account for * 20* of the 

observed rate i',5,. Then using the expresclon for 
sd » YY of ref. |8| we obtain 

iS'Y(-)isD * i s2 83 8 i n «' i k (sf' 2 T- <tat*>'1 + l n ^ l » 
-2 

where y ^0.2 corresponds to the 20% of the rate. 
Furthermore, we obtain 

m m 
» •> 1 + In - % ° -

1 ^ 1 i TIT <?> ? «***'> — - < 7 > 
e SD 1 2 y e u * 3 B 

4 ^ " " 3 
where B is the well-known "bag parameter", n, * 0.5, 
and •£ accounts for the *25% reduction of the e para
meter by the double-penguin diagrams [12 |. Numerically 

2 •j <B<1 and a g i a
s

( m
c ' (for TJ <B<1 and a i a (m*) * 0.4), 

i^i^'ro^fe- ( 8 ) 

A mere comparison with the LD estimate [6| 
[e* , ,/eL_ * 30 e'/e indicates that our SD CP-violating Y Y I / -"Li 

result (6) might be even more important than the standard 
LD contribution [4-7,16). 

The various pieces of information listed above 
show a clear signal of the SD penguin-induced direct 
CP violation in K * yy. We hope that our analysis, 
together with the presently controversial opinions ,4-7,16 J 
about the measurability of CP violation in this particular 
mode, presents some motivation for making additional 
efforts both theoretically and experimentally. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1(a) Lowest-order pure electroweak quark diagram 
for sd * YY- <b) Fierz transformed version 
of fig. 1(a) for W considered as heavy. 

Fig. 2. Pole diagrams forlR' » » , n» n' * YY» 

Fig. 3. Penguin-induced quark diagram for sd •* YY. 
There is also a similar diagram with the 
photons emitted from the s-quark loop and 
with the penguin loop for d •+ Gs 
on the lower quark line. 
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